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The cost of insuring big rigs keeps getting bigger. For fleet
carriers, a hard insurance market can drive costly renewals. Rising
auto insurance rates have affected nearly every fleet operator
in the U.S. Insurance premiums for long-haul trucks doubled in
the past decade.1 According to PropertyCasualty360, insurance
premiums for long-haul trucks doubled from an average of $6,000
to $7,000 at the beginning of the decade to $12,000 to $14,000 in
2019.
And then COVID-19 hit. Segments of the nation’s truck drivers
were quickly catapulted to the forefront of pandemic relief efforts,
transporting medical supplies, food and household items to
healthcare centers and the homes of those sheltering in place.
With this renewed purpose also came additional exposures and

What is a hard
insurance market?
It’s an insurance industry
market cycle that occurs when
insurance companies impose
tougher underwriting standards
and reduce the amount of
coverage they are willing
to write, causing supply to
contract and premiums to rise.
It can be caused by a number
of factors, including increases in
frequency or severity of claims.

risks.
This year, many fleet operators will experience premium increases
for the second or third year in a row. Some could still see rates
double — the direct result of increasing bodily injury lawsuits
with sizeable settlements — and compounded by COVID-19.
Commercial auto insurance has been one of the most unprofitable
segments of the insurance industry, leading to an exodus of nontraditional trucking insurers from the marketplace. Many insurance
companies that focus on underwriting trucking companies are
experiencing losses and as a result, are now very selective when it
comes to new business underwriting and renewals.
But fleet owners can mitigate their risk by strategizing with a
HUB transportation insurance specialist well ahead of their next
policy renewal. Improving safety programs, taking care of drivers
and partnering with the right insurance broker will go a long way
towards reducing insurance costs.

1

PropertyCasualty360.com, “Big rig safety tech and trucking insurance rate hikes,” January 22, 2019.
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Putting the Brakes on
Rising Insurance Costs
There are three main levers you can pull to
manage risk and rising insurance costs.

SAFETY FIRST:
MANAGE YOUR RISK
It’s a fact: companies that focus on fleet safety programs have
fewer crashes. Insurance companies will look at your CSA scores,
claims history, and other safety-related information, such as
driver turnover, to create a risk profile. If your risk profile is worse
than your peers, you will likely face higher insurance premiums.
Implement a safety program. Insurance carriers want to see a proactive
approach to fleet safety that involves all levels of the organization, not just
collecting data on crashes and reviewing DOT compliance. Keep safety
concepts at the forefront of your drivers’ minds and actions by instituting
training on vehicle inspections, hours of service regulations and defensive
driving.
A thorough safety program will have up-to-date policies and protocol including
additional precautions based on COVID-19-specific driver exposures.

RESOURCES FROM HUB RISK SERVICES:
ȋ Fleet safety programs & DOT audit preparation
ȋ Driver accountability programs
ȋ Defensive driver training
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Know your CSA scores. Everyone in your organization needs to be a
stakeholder in improving CSA scores. They all need to know what CSA
is and how they can contribute to lower scores. Drivers who incur the
most violations need to be educated on why improvement is necessary.
Remember the 80/20 rule: typically, it’s only a small percentage of your
driver population that has issues with roadside inspections.

CASE STUDY

Walking the Walk,
Talking the Talk

Reduce CSA scores. The most common violations are also the easiest
to prevent, e.g. maintenance violations for tires and lights. Pre-trip
vehicle inspections can prevent many maintenance issues. Unsafe driving

CHALLENGE

violations, including speeding, not wearing a seatbelt and using handheld
cell phones while driving also carry a high CSA point value, which can
be managed through driver training and accountability programs. Most
hours of service violations today are minor and can be corrected by
providing additional education to drivers and supervisors.

A motor carrier was satisfied with their
insurance program, had low CSA scores,
and an effective driver training program,
but struggled to keep up with regulatory
and technology changes impacting their
business.

Be proud of what you’re doing right – and talk about it. A lot of fleet
carriers struggle to implement effective safety programs, but those
that do cannot imagine any other way to conduct their business. If your
fleet is utilizing best practices, let the insurance carrier know what you
have done to improve safety performance so they can factor that into
your pricing. Good examples of best practices include: monthly safety
meetings, using telematics to track unsafe driving practices, having a
strong claims communication protocol, requiring an appropriate amount
of experience for all positions, having an effective disciplinary program
or driver incentive program, and providing ongoing education for all

SOLUTION
Partnered with a HUB broker who
specializes in insurance for motor
carriers. They received timely guidance
on emerging industry issues and a
comprehensive review of their current
coverages.

management personnel.
Invest in telematics and technology. Insurance companies that focus
within the trucking industry realize that telematics play an important role

RESULTS

in shaping driver behavior and overall performance. An effective fleet
technology program can help reduce losses as well as provide verifiable
support in the event of potential litigation should a claim occur.

Did You Know?

Received timely guidance on new safety
standards and compliance requirements.
With help from HUB, client was able to
close some critical coverage gaps that
they were not previously aware of, and
reduce their insurance costs.

The FMCSA’s new Crash Preventability Determination Program (CPDP)
allows fleet carriers to demonstrate that a DOT recordable crash was nonpreventable, thereby removing it from the fleet’s CSA calculations. Crashes that
occurred on or after August 1, 2019, and fall into the following 10 categories,
are eligible for a Request for Data Review (RDR), when submitted together
with required police accident report and photos or videos through the
FMCSA’s DataQs website:
ȋ Wrong direction or illegal turns

ȋ Cargo/equipment/debris or
infrastructure failure

ȋ Parked or legally stopped

ȋ Animal strike

ȋ Failure of the other vehicle to stop

ȋ Suicide

ȋ Under the influence

ȋ Rare or unusual

ȋ Stuck in the rear

ȋ Medical issues, falling asleep or
distracted driving
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TAKE CARE
OF YOUR PEOPLE
Hire good drivers. Follow your insurance company’s preferred hiring

CASE STUDY

guidelines and communicate to new hires. Review the candidate’s
MVR and PSP closely as well as conduct a pre-hire road test. Then,
utilize an MVR monitoring service to monitor driver’s license status on
an ongoing basis, so you’ll be aware of suspensions and downgrades.

Become a Carrier
of Choice

Motivate your drivers. Create an incentive program that rewards clean
roadside inspections, no preventable crashes over various intervals and
positive citizen comments. Rewards can include recognition, company-

CHALLENGE

branded gear and/or monetary incentives.
A commercial fleet was having difficulty
with delivery accuracy. They had a number
of losses that were making their large
customers upset and costing the company
a lot of money to correct the mistakes.
Their current driver training program was
not effective in changing behavior.

Show drivers you care. Train drivers to keep themselves safe. Coach
them on ways to reduce infection by averting handshakes, eating in
their truck or alone outside at a rest stop, avoiding dock offices and
taking conversations outside with social distancing. Encourage them
to practice good hygiene by washing hands or using hand sanitizer
after contact, sanitize their truck cab and wear a mask when they
do go inside. Talk to them about why they should stay home when
feeling sick, and distribute “health packages” for each truck, including a
thermometer, disposable gloves, wipes and Tylenol in case they begin
feeling sick on the road.

SOLUTION
With the help of HUB, the company:

Prevent turnover. High turnover is typically a big indicator of a fleet
with safety issues. So, make it easy for drivers to stay. This can include
more comfortable tractors, improved compensation packages, and a
family atmosphere at the company. Know your turnover rates and be

� Implemented a bottom-up training
model to involve drivers in problem
solving
� Included drivers in developing solutions
to address existing challenges, and
provided incentives to help them meet
goals.

able to explain why they are what they are. If they are low, make sure
you tell your insurance broker so he or she can communicate that to
your insurance company at the appropriate time.
Hold everyone accountable. A critical component of a strong safety
program is accountability. Drivers and management need to know
about both industry best practices and company rules. They also need
to know what will happen when violations occur. A company culture
that promotes following the rules at all levels of the organization is
needed to promote adherence. Consequences need to be appropriate
and consistently implemented, so that everyone understands what to
expect.

RESULTS
� Drivers delivered solutions
� Customer delivery issue was corrected
� Claims costs for all lines were reduced
by 17%
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PARTNER WITH A BROKER
WHO KNOWS YOUR BUSINESS
You don’t have time to become an insurance expert
and monitor the market’s ups and downs. That’s why
you need a good insurance broker. He or she should
be a trucking industry specialist, helping you plan
for renewals and advocating for you with insurance
companies. Here are some recommendations from HUB
on how to choose and work with an insurance broker:
Meet with your broker regularly. Begin planning for your next
renewal well in advance of your policy anniversary date. Consistently
review your paid losses and claims throughout the year, especially

CASE STUDY

Turning a High
CSA Score Upside
Down
CHALLENGE
A commercial fleet had high CSA scores
that resulted in a 30% insurance renewal
increase. Upper management did not fully
understand CSA scores or how to get their
owner operator fleet to improve roadside
inspection performance.

as you plan your renewal program with your broker. Understanding
your losses will allow you and your broker to better negotiate the
renewal.
Create a relationship with your insurance carrier. A good insurance
broker serves as an intermediary fostering long-term relationships
between clients and insurance companies. The better they know
you, the less likely they are to overreact to negative news. If you try
to change insurance carriers every year, it could negatively affect
pricing. Develop a strategy with your broker to determine the best
time and frequency to review alternative insurance markets.
Assume more of your own risk. Consider shouldering more of your
own risk and taking it off the insurance company. Increasing or

SOLUTION
� Implement telematics with electronic
logs to dissect CSA scores to identify
problematic trucks
� Use the Pre-Employment Screening
Program (PSP) prior to signing on a
new Owner Operator
� Educate existing drivers on the
importance of their roadside inspection
performance

implementing deductibles can help reduce premiums.

� Develop a more effective vehicle
inspection program

Know your numbers and tell your story. Because insurance

� Provide incentives for clean inspections

underwriters eventually learn about your losses and safety
performance, take a proactive approach and be upfront about your
fleet strengths and weaknesses. Let them know what you’re doing
to prevent future losses. Make sure you are familiar with your large
losses ($50,000+) and loss trends so you can demonstrate to the
carrier that you understand the root cause. For example, if rear-end
collisions are common across your fleet, be prepared to talk about
what you’re doing to prevent them in the future.

RESULTS
� Roadside inspection performance
increased by 50%
� Insurance renewal rate was reduced
by 25% based on reconfiguring the
structure of their policy
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Manage your losses. Manage the claims process for all lines of insurance
and any size claim. Report all claims in a timely manner and keep good
documentation. Work with the insurance company and your broker to achieve
best case outcomes. The goal is to ensure that your claims are resolved as
quickly as possible and at the lowest possible cost to you.
Be transparent with your broker. Let your broker know what changes you’ve
made to the business throughout the year, so there are no surprises at renewal
time. Share both good news and bad. Did you add or amend the services you
provide, or change the types of commodities you’re transporting? Did you have
any critical violations, such as substance abuse or drivers without a valid CDL?
Be forthcoming about these challenges and what caused them. When there’s
uncertainty during the underwriting process, your costs will go up. Consistent
communication throughout the year will demonstrate your commitment to
improvement.

“HUB keeps us knowledgeable of emerging
trends in the industry and helps us sort
through the real issues. They walk the talk.”
Joe Smith, Custom Commodities Transport

For more information on how you can keep your insurance costs down and
manage your fleet risk, contact a HUB transportation insurance specialist.
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CHECKLIST

Choosing the Right Insurance Broker
You want to get advice from people who understand your business and
know your industry. Before choosing your insurance broker, be sure to ask
these important questions.



How long have you been involved in the trucking/transportation industry?
You don’t want to be their first transportation client. Your business is risky enough.



What percentage of your book are clients like me?
You want to confirm that your broker spends the majority of his or her time in your industry and
understands emerging trends and issues that could impact your business.



How many insurance carriers can you bring to the table?
Not all brokers have access to specialty insurance companies who serve the transportation
market. It’s important to align with a brokerage firm that is in good standing with carriers and
has the best chance of securing optimal coverage and pricing for your business.



In addition to fleet insurance, what expertise and services do you offer?
Your broker should introduce you to certified risk managers who know your industry and can
help you address safety issues, improve fleet operations and advise you on telematic and
technology solutions that are appropriate to your business.



Can you review my contracts and advise me on risk exposures?
Experienced brokers can provide direction with respect to questions regarding motor carrier
and shipper contract agreements. They can point you to attorneys who know your business and
can review your other business contracts for liability exposures.



What experience does your team have when it comes to claims?
When you file a claim, both your broker and your account management team should be
committed to advocating on your behalf with the insurance carrier. Your broker will have
claim’s resources to support a proactive response and immediate oversight, which are critical in
keeping a single claim from escalating to a large demand.



What other services or expertise can you offer me?
Ask if your broker can introduce you to their counterparts in employee benefits consulting.
There are so many new ways to support the needs of a mobile workforce and you need a
specialist to advise you on benefits.

If you are planning to conduct cross-border business (US and Canada), you’ll need an
insurance broker who is structured to handle your needs in a seamless manner and avoid
gaps in coverage. Working with a single brokerage firm with knowledge and experience
on both sides of the border reduces your risk and your administrative workload.
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Strategic support that
puts you in control
When you partner with us, you’re at the center of a vast
network of experts who will help you reach your goals.
With HUB, you have peace of mind that what matters most
to you will be protected — through unrelenting advocacy
and tailored solutions that put you in control.
For more information on how to manage your insurance
costs, reduce your risk and take care of your drivers,
contact a HUB transportation insurance specialist.

hubtransportation.com

Ready for tomorrow.
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